
HOW TO WRITE A DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN

A document control plan is an essential component of the project plan that guides the project team regarding the control
of documents.

Changes can be identified by allocating document issue and volume numbers, and the amendment dates.
Continue Reading. Learn how Templafy works with your Document Management Software Now take those
billion documents and view them alongside these enterprise document management strategy stats: Employees
spend 8. The rewards are huge â€” being able to find what you want to find when you want it and peace of
mind. For many businesses, the focus of a document management system is on the organization and storage of
documents. Who will have input into these documents? Contents of documents can also be encrypted, making
them accessible only to those who have the required encryption key. The inherent problems ranged from
locating documents to slow collaboration processes, from delivery delays to coffee spills. By Susan Ward
Updated December 31, Document management is the process of handling documents in such a way that
information can be created, shared, organized and stored efficiently and appropriately. Of course not, but
documentation does matter. Create rules for document retention, purging and backup to keep documents
current and remove unnecessary documents from the repository i. Is there an in-house style guide that needs to
be followed? You can set up a document management system in a day but implementing it consistently over
time will be the key to its success. The review and updating frequency is specified to ensure continuous
improvement. The second aspect of storing documents is organizational; how will documents be filed? Project
documentation provides the means by which information and ideas are created and shared, and it is the basis
upon which decisions are made and approved. Document Control Method It is essential that some of the
important areas should be included in the document control plans. How do these needs and requirements apply
to projects of different sizes, complexity and visibility? All businesses need to have security systems, such as
alarm systems, installed â€” even home-based businesses. This plan will be evaluated annually and updated as
necessary, to ensure continuous improvement. Next, it gets attached to an email and sent back and forth to
colleagues for review. The document control plan is necessary where the documents are extensively used, and
a software system for the control, categorization, and maintenance is essentially required. As such, learning
how to create a document management system is critical for businesses. Analyzing "Doc-Man" Needs and
Capabilities The first step to realize all of the time-saving benefits of standardized project document
management is to ensure that adopted practices are appropriately " defined, aligned and approved " according
to the needs and capabilities of individual projects. Browsing the Data Management articles on this site will
get you started. Unlike traditional DMS practices, with current Cloud-based Document Management Systems
such as NetDocuments, iManage and SharePoint, document management strategy today is designed to keep
employees up to speed with the latest version of a document while facilitating real-time and remote
collaboration between multiple users. This unique, informative online course gives you everything you need to
become a project leader and fast tracking expert. To ensure that all documents are current and that distribution
is timely. Paper documents are digitized reducing storage needs and enabling fast file location with advanced
search engines. Even if a user is allowed to access a resource, such as an application, particular documents can
be password protected. The plan establishes a methodology for the creation, updating, and arrangement of
documents. A document control plan is important to ensure smooth and efficient functioning of the business.
Lastly, the procedure for destruction of obsolete documents should be mentioned so as to ensure that the old
documents are not used unintentionally. They want to be able to store documents in an organized and secure
way that still allows documents to be found easily. Here's what you'll learn: How to plan and govern projects
using strategic project fast tracking. What purpose will each document serve within the project and the project
management process? Establish meaningful naming conventions considering project name, document type,
version, author and any other valid organizational criteria. That's what fast tracking is for - and we can teach
you how it's done. How document management strategy in the workplace has evolved Before the digital
revolution, offices relied on physical paper documents to get business done. This article will show you how to
create a document management system that does exactly that. This plan is established for ensuring proper
documentation in a project, and identifies the individuals who will be allowed access. It takes up to 8 searches
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for workers to find the right document. This is essential to ensure that the existing documents are being used in
the organization. An all-too-familiar example of a challenge that arose is this: An employee works on a
document and saves it to their desktop. How can retrieving documents be simplified?


